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AGVA Corporation Limited is a leading global manufacturer of lifestyle bags and accessories predominantly in the 
consumer electronics industry - laptop bags, backpacks, hard drive cases, GPS cases, off-the-shelves multi-purpose 
pouches, etc.

Established in Singapore in 1983, AGVA quickly gained strength with our original design manufacturing capabilities and 
strong product development team.

At the heart of AGVA’s manufacturing capability is its 380000 spuare feet factory in Dongguan,China.consisting of 900 
workers. We supply products direct to major retailers globally. Strict quality controls and procedures are instilled in every 
part of the supply chain, enabling us to meet strict factory audit requirements from our customers.

AGVA’s manufacturing operations adopt a Total Quality Management System in accordance with ISO 9001 requirements.
This system is implemented across all stages of the production process,from product design to fulfillment.
 

Our specialty is in softline cut-and-sew bags and tablet case automation. we provide a fully-integrated product service 
to our customers. With 60 people strong in-house design and product development team , we are able to generate new 
products from concept to packaging and support our customers on an ODM/OEM basis.

DEVELOPMENT 

STRICT QUALITY CONTROL ，RELIABLE PRODUCTS

EXTENSIVE PRODUCTON CAPABILITY



AGVA’s manufacturing operations adopt a Total Quality Management System in 
accordance with ISO 14001:2004 requirements.This system is implemented across 
all stages of the production process,from product design to fulfillment.
 

Quality Testing Equipment

REACH                              REGULATION concerning 
the Registration, Evaluation，Authorization and 
Restriction of Chemicals

ROHS testing machine
Hot Oven Testing
Water-resistance testing
Zipper strength testing
Color Fading testing
Strength / Jerk / Pull testing
Salt spray testing
Weight testing
Carton strength testing
Other testing requirements, including REACH, California Prop 65, Azo, Cadium, Color 
fastness, are typically outsourced to professional established laboratories

ISO9001：2008
Quality management systems — 

Requirements

ISO14001：2004
environmental management 

system



Tablet Case Department

1.  Large panel computer stitching

2.  Bonding Machines

3.  Precision cutting

4.  Welding machines

5.  Heat pressure compression and cooling machines strengthens 
glueing and remove shadowing



For print on bags,PP packaging,etc

Silkscreen 
Department



Straps of different material / grading / textures

Polyester (Good)

Nylon (Better)

Wool (Best)

Webbing 
Department
17 automatic machines



Computer-generated machines provide
Computer Stitching

Speed

Quality

Consistency

Cost-reduction



EVA
Department



Rubber-Logo 
Automation
Both manual and automation

Every stage of AGVA’s production process is staffed with experience 

and professional people to ensure that customer’s needs are met op-

timally and efficiently. Led by an experienced and qualified manage-

ment team, AGVA’s thorough understanding of its customers and the 

industry enables it to keep abreast of market trends and stay ahead of 

competition with other factories.

With a strong team of product engineers, AGVA is able to help cus-

tomer break down their briefs to ensure 

- Design is maintained while meeting production techniques and costs.

- Balance between design and function in ensuring both are met at an 

optimal level.



Laser
-cutting machine

Speed

Quality

Consistency

Cost-reduction



CUSTOMER BASE
Original Design Manufacturer
We Design For Over 100 Brands

Japan Europe USA Australia



PRODUCT MIX

Cut-and-Sew PP & Storage Storage
Laptop Bags CD / DVD Sleeves PP Boxes

Camera Bags Paper Sleeves Aluminium Cases

GPS Cases PVC Folders Faux Leather Boxes

HDD Cases
Office Stationary
(Expanding Fi les/
Folders)

iPad / Tablet Cases

Smartphone Cases

iPod / mp3 Cases

PSP Cases

Car Accessories

For TabletFor Laptop For Smart Phone



Material
Palette

Original Design Manufacturer
We Design For Over 100 Brands

Glamorize your case! 

With a vast selection of material from the common PU to the fancy 
cotton polyester, we are able to satisfy customer requirements in 
fulfilling their briefs.

Setting us apart from other production facilities, our skills include
1) Interpretation of fabric suitable for welding/bonding
2) Sourcing of fabric relevant to customer brief
3) Pro-actively suggesting up-to-date details to achieve a complete/
finished look of any product
4) Pro-actively suggesting market trends relevant to customer brief



Types of finishing

1.Welding without painting

3.Fold-in compression with seamless 
stitching

4.Straight cut with painting

2.Welding with painting

QUALITY AND STYLE.

At AGVA, we focus on fine construction which is a significant contribution 

to a successful design. Our cases display precision, attention to detail and 

meticulous construction

Supported by a team of product and technical engineers and material spe-

cialists, AGVA is able to pro-actively create, resolve and refine production 

issues in order to ensure quality and style



POS 
Development



Packaging
Development

PET box

Color paper box

Paper sleeve

PVC bag

Hangtags



Contact us.

People’s Republic of China
 
Dongguan Jinsheng Plastics Product Co.Ltd
6th Industrial Zone. DongGuan city, 
Guang Dong province (523857)
People’s Republic of China

Tel :(+86) 769 8535 7116
Fax :(+86) 769 8535 7130

Hong Kong

Excel best industries Limited
AGVA Global Limited 
Unit 10, 7/F , Chevalier commercial centre 8
wang hoi road, kowloon bay, Hong Kong

Tel :(+852) 2331 8990
Fax :(+852) 2708 2128
agva.hk@agvagroup.com




